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RURAL CHURCH UPGRADES PERFORMANCE WITH ASHLY POWER AMPS 
 
 
PAYNESVILLE, MINNESOTA – In many ways, Grace United Methodist embodies the enviable 
characteristics of a thriving mid-sized rural church. Located in downtown Paynesville, Minnesota 
– population 2,300 – Grace enjoys a congregation of neighbors who support the church and 
each other with a dedication rarely seen in larger metro areas. But until recently, Grace also had 
some less enviable characteristics, chief among them an outdated audio system which 
delivered inadequate coverage to the sanctuary’s 250 seats, and a dynamic range which fell 
short of their needs and expectations. Intermedia Systems Group, of Burnsville, Minnesota, 
helped to change that, upgrading everything with a full complement of up-to-date, high-
performance equipment, including network-ready Ashly NE-Series amplifiers that allow 
Intermedia to keep tabs on Grace’s system from over one hundred miles away. 
 
“Grace’s old sound system consisted of a single two-way box placed at the center of the room 
above the altar near the ceiling,” said Joel Evermann, systems consultant at Intermedia 
Systems Group. “Although their typical Sunday service leans toward traditional, they are 
incorporating more contemporary elements into their services, including video playback. They 
also are beginning to use their space for events such as special music performances and movie 
nights. As it was, the system was hardly adequate even for their traditional needs, as the 
coverage was lacking in intelligibility and the dynamic range was severely restricted on the low 
end.” 



 
 
Grace initially contacted Intermedia Systems Group for help with a visual system upgrade. “The 
discussion progressed a bit and the question arose: ‘if we do a massive video upgrade, how will 
it all hang together with obviously inadequate audio support,’” said Evermann. “We ended up 
finishing the audio system first, with the video upgrade coming on its heels.” 
 
Two Ashly ne800 amplifiers and one ne1600 amplifier power the arrayed loudspeakers and sub. 
A separate Ashly model SRA-4075 powers the under-balcony system. “In addition to the fact 
that Ashly packs a lot of reliable, affordable power into just two rack spaces per amplifier, one of 
the main reasons we use Ashly amps is their ability to network without hassle,” said Evermann. 
“We provide a service called Remote Support Coverage, which gives our clients peace of mind 
that we are able to look after their system when they may need some quick assistance. If we 
need to, we can make changes through our Burnsville office. Although it isn’t a concern at 
Grace, we can also monitor system changes made by individuals who are feeling a little too 
"creative." 
 
“Grace’s new AV system far exceeds their original expectations; they are simply beside 
themselves,” said Evermann. “I commend them for their dedication to doing things the right way. 
They really followed through on every front to see this project to completion and hit a home run, 
as far as I’m concerned. If a small church in rural Minnesota can make this happen, then 
churches of all sizes would do well to consider their situation with respect to technology and the 
benefits it provides in reaching today's church families." 
 


